
  The Languages of China are the languages
  that are  spoken by China's  56  recognized 
  ethnic groups.   The  predominant language
  in China,  which  is  divided into  dialects,  is

  known as Hanyu  (simplified Chinese:  汉语;

  traditional  Chinese: 漢語; pinyin: Hànyǔ).

 Chinese  is spoken  by  about  1.3  billion

 people  mainly  in  the  People's Republic

 of China,  the Republic of China (Taiwan), 

 Singapore and other parts of Southeast 

 Asia.   There are also communities  of 

 Chinese speakers in 

 many other parts of the world.

Why learning Chinese is beneficial?

Most Spoken
Mandarin Chinese ranks number one among the spoken languages in the world.
Nearly a billion of the world population speaks Chinese. This includes both native 
and non-native speakers as well. With 847 million native speakers, Mandarin 
Chinese becomes the most widely spoken first language.

Fastest Growing

Foreign

The development and economic growth rate of China is the highest amongst both
developing and developed countries. That is why, there has been a growth spurt in 
the number of people learning Chinese. Besides, China is becoming an important 
nation in world affairs.

Many countries have huge investments in China, because of the cheap labor 
and other such comprehensive factors available here. Many countries carry out 
business deals with China. Also, a lot of multinational companies have their offices 
in China. The advantage of learning this language is huge.
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Levels LINGUISTIC COMPONENTProficiency

Elementary

Beginner

Pre-intermediate

Intermediate

Pre- Advanced

Advanced

Basic communication. One can understand simple Chinese words 

One can understand simple Chinese used in everyday situations. One 

One can understand daily conversations regarding various topics.
 

One can understand and interact on a range of topics. One can 

One can read Chinese newspapers and magazines with the minimal 

One can easily understand spoken and written Chinese. One can 

International Exam Preparatory 

Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi (HSK) is 
the international exam for Chinese
 language. It is the standardized 
proficiency test for foreign students
 of the language. 
This exam is conducted by Hanban,
 a non-governmental organization,
 to test the proficiency of non-native 
speakers.

HSK was developed by the Beijing 
Language and Cultural University.
Certificates are issued by the State 

committee for the proficiency test. 
This certificate is 

recognized and accepted by many
countries worldwide. Taking into 
consideration the recent trends in 
Chinese language, the examination
pattern has been revised in 2012.
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Timetable

Mon, Wed, Thu
8.30 -10.30,   10.30-12.30,  

1.30-3.30,      4-6,    6-8

Tue, Thu,Sat

Sat & Sun

Only Sat

8.30 -11.30,  11.30-2.30, 

2.30-5.30,     5.30-8.30

4 - 6,   6 - 8    2 - 4.  

8.30 -11.30,   11.30-2.30, 

2.30-5.30,   5.30-8.30

8.30 -11.30,  11.30-2.30, 

2.30-5.30,   5.30-8.30
Only Sun
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Chinese Proficiency Test
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and phrases.

can interact in a simple manner.

One can carry out simple  conversations with native Chinese people.

interact extensively with the native  speakers.

use of a dictionary. Also, watch  Chinese films without subtitles.

express themselves effectively in  Chinese
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